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About This Game

(NEW!) Trading card and badges are released! check the news.

In development since 1993, with 5 years of development and 4 years of adjustment, TAROTICA VOO DOO is an
uncategorized Japanese adventure game with fully hand-drawn animation (with a mouse!). With its simple controls and

interface, the game overturns the modern logic for how a video game can play.

Overview:
・ Explore a haunted mansion while solving puzzles and fighting monsters to cook dinner and save the family before an airplane

crashes into the mansion!
・ Engage in combat against a variety of weird foes. Learn the enemies' timing and attack patterns in order to win.

・ There are no items or leveling up. Combat is entirely skill-based, and you can quickly retry if you fail.

How to play:
・ Use the cursor to explore a map of the mansion for enemies, clues, and other interactive objects. Your current room is

highlighted in red and you can use doors to move to other locations.
・ Selected objects appear in the upper-right corner where you can interact with and operate them up-close.

・ Manually operate your sword and shield to fight against monsters in the original and intuitive combat system.
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・ As you solve puzzles and defeat enemies, you will become able to interact with new objects and gradually reveal new areas of
the mansion to explore.

The creator of this game, Ikushi Togo, has been making games for the MSX since the 1980s, and he never stopped. He is
responsible for all music composition, programming, and hand-drawn artwork for the game. Retro to a fault, he does things by
hand and never takes the automated route. Japan was a tech mecca in the 1980s, and was also the innovation hub of gaming as

we know it. Still actively using the distinguished technology of the era, Togo-san keeps that old-school spark alive with
TAROTICA VOO DOO among his many other games.

“CHRONICLES OF TAROTICA VOO DOO” is included as a free pdf with the game, and it is far more than a simple manual.
This lengthy document, translated from its original hand-written Japanese booklet and once again hand-written in English by the

creator, details both the story behind the making of TAROTICA VOO DOO as well as a full technical walkthrough of the
game’s programming.

・ Note: A second edition of this document is planned for release (for free) in 2018, detailing the problems leading up to the
final version of the game, and the processes and methods by which they were solved.

HELL MODE is a finely-tuned ultra-hard mode designed as a special challenge for players who have completed TAROTICA
VOO DOO. And it is included as a free DLC with the game! Do you dare to challenge HELL MODE without saving or loading?

All the tools used to create this game are also included for free, including the game’s source code in BASIC, as well as a licensed
version of the official MSX Emulator. This is essentially a virtual MSX computer inside your computer.

With these tools and the full capabilities of the MSX, you will have unlimited power to modify and edit the game, or even create
new games from the ground up.

The MSX is a super old-school home computer which reached peak popularity in the 1980s. It was designed to be a universal
platform with compatibility across manufacturers. As the predecessor to the far more popular Nintendo Entertainment System,

the MSX was essentially a game system with the full power of a personal computer.
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The creator of this game pushed the limits for what was possible on the MSX. With data compression, dynamic data loading,
and many other modern techniques in play, this is likely the most technologically advanced MSX game in existence. All the

tools and systems were created from scratch, for the sole purpose of realizing his vision for the game.

TAROTICA VOO DOO runs on the official MSX Emulator, so even though the game was programmed in BASIC and machine
language, it will still run on your Windows PC.

The included MSX Emulator contains save-state functionality and multiple speed settings. Additionally, it is possible to pause
execution and run arbitrary BASIC code at any time.

・ MEDIA AWARD Nominee by 'Weekly Famitsu' Magazine - Tokyo Game Show 2014
・ 'NUOVO AWARD' Award Finalist - 2018 INDEPENDENT GAMES FESTIVAL

・ 'Excellence In Experimental' Award Finalist - Busan Indie Connect 2016
・ MEDIA AWARD Nominee by 'Weekly Famitsu' Magazine - Tokyo Game Show 2014

・ Tokyo Game Show 2018 Indie Area
・ BitSummit 6th, 2018 (Kyoto)

・ IGF Pavilion (GDC 2018, San Francisco)
・ WePlayExpo 2017(Shanghi)

・ GamesCom 2017
・ Tokyo Indie Fest 2017

・ Taipei Game Show 2017
・ Global Game Exhibition G-STAR 2016 / BIC showcase (Busan)

・ Busan Indie Connect 2016 (Busan)
・ BitSummit 4th (2016) (Kyoto)

・ Taipei Game Show 2016 Indie Festa / Indie House
・ Tokyo Game Show 2015 Indie Area

・ BitSummit 2015 (Kyoto)
・ Tokyo Game Show 2014 Indie Area

・ BitSummit 2014 (Kyoto)

・ Busan Indie Connect Summit 2017 (As Speaker)
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Title: TAROTICA VOO DOO
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
TPM.CO SOFT WORKS
Publisher:
TPM.CO SOFT WORKS
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese
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it says its in my library but it is not there
. I played the first edition of the Rhem games years ago, but I don\u2019t remember much of it. This new edition has some
extra puzzles and areas, so it was a sufficient reason for me to buy it.

But first of all, Rhem is not a game for everyone. Its graphics are dated and ugly-looking. Limited to a maximum display, the
world is mostly bare of life without any trees or flowers, there is no background music, just some environment sounds (water,
wind, door opening\u2026), and there is no real storyline to follow.

But we don\u2019t play Rhem for whatever it looks like, no, we play Rhem for the puzzles, and what puzzles! The Rhem games
might contain some of the best thought puzzles ever made. Trying to solve them becomes so captivating, that we forget that
graphics are not that great, we don\u2019t even notice that there is no music, which would for a fact be too distracting\u2026

I definitely recommend this game to any puzzles lovers!. is so goooooodddddd. This game is literally unplayable. How can I beat
a game that requires me to jump if it doesn't allow me to jump? The broken english is funny though, so if you want a quick
laugh at poor translation this is the game for you. Don't waste your $0.99 on this game, might as well just burn a dollar bill from
your wallet.. Play Space Pirate Trainer on LSD with no shields and you basically already played this game.

Sale Price Rating 8\/10.. DOENSNT WRK ANYMORE WHHAHAHHAHAHAHH >:(>:(>:(>:(>:( IM MADDDDDDD
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO WAI IT'Z LIKE NVR GONNA WORK AGAIN
WHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY

keep in mind, fix the bugs...cash me outside how bout dah.. only one worth getting from this batch. Great game. Much better than
Heat 2 but still has most of the same mechanics. The AI and sound is SO much better than 2 and so is the career mode. The new
dirt tour is extremely fun and takes a bit of getting used to, but feels awesome when you do. The crash models are way better
than 2 if you like the wrecks. Overall, a great game
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This is a great arena shooter. Just picked it up, and this game was definitely worth $5. If you're one to complain about graphics,
look elsewhere. This is a solid shooter, and although there are things that it could improve on (lack of melee attacks, kinda
repetitive at times, etc.), it's absolutely worth your time.. it's a really awesome DLC all it needs is a st. patricks day themed level
and it would be finished. Very, very very very very good story and character writing.
I would gladly let someone else play and would be content with just watching this great show.

I thought the Walking Dead games were fantastic.
Tales from the Borderlands takes a few steps futher.

If you played the Borderlands shooters than this game will take you right back and you get this same Borderlands feeling even if
this is a totaly differen kind of game. Mmmm, it's more an interactive movie and a long one at that.
It's great! Believe me. Only the story playing out before you is worth it. Every minute of it.. its bad its just a mirrors edge
spinoff whoever made this game cleary wanted it to be better than mirrors edge there just a dumb ♥♥♥♥♥♥ for making
this♥♥♥♥♥♥game. -I cannot recommend this game because of the broken and poorly designed 'Private Game' multiplayer
save functionality.
- I really do enjoy the game overall and it's a shame that I cannot enjoy it with my friends due to the poor save game
functionality.
-Obviously your team actively supports and creates content for this product.I would suggest you bite the bullet and redesign the
whole autosave idea for private games. A) I want to have more than one save slot for private games B) the resume game
function does not work for me and my friend C)multiplayer games have literally had named save slots since the 90s, it shouldn't
be that difficult
-I know it would suck to redesign this, but just accept that the current system is flawed\/broken and spend a few weeks fixing it

PROS
-Great for single player
-Faithful to the board game
-Tons of content
-Rules variations
-Quirky yet fun fantasy artwork
-Good soundtrack
-Fun game overall

CONS
-Multiplayer save system is a joke, cannot continue a game (games last many hours) with their 'resume game' function
-No multiplayer save slots, only can resume last multiplayer game
-UI is slightly confusing at times. Audience ❤
☐ Beginner
☑ Casual Gamer
☑ Normal Gamer
☐ Expert

☼ Graphics ☼
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☑ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

♬ Music ♬
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☑ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic
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☠ Difficulty ☠
☑ Easy
☑ Average
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Hard
☐ Unfair

§ Bugs §
☐ Bugs destroy the game
☐ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☐ You can use them for speedrun
☑ Nothing encountered

☯ Story ☯
☑ There is none
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

⚔ Gameplay ⚔
☐ Frustrating
☑ Sleepy
☑ Boring
☑ Fun
☐ Challenging

۞ Game time / Length ۞
☐ Really short (0 - 3 hours)
☑ Short (4 - 8 hours)
☑ Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
☐ Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
☐ Very Long (61-100 hours)
☐ Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price / Quality $
☐ Full price
☑ Wait for Sale
☐ Don't buy
☐ Refund it if you can
☐ Free

TAROTICA VOO DOO - CHRONICLES OF TAROTICA VOO DOO(1+ edition) was released!!:
CHRONICLES OF TAROTICA VOO DOO(1+ edition) was just released!

This is a free, hand-written pdf document describing all about TAROTICA VOO DOO, including technical details, the making
of, history, tools, etc.
Thank you for waiting so long for this document! I hope you enjoy :-)

http://store.steampowered.com/app/778970. Interview for TAROTICA VOO DOO was posted on Gamasutra!:
Part of the "Road to the IGF" series[www.gamasutra.com]. 您可以在Weplay Games Expo 2017上玩TAROTICA VOO DOO:
今年10月28日至29日，在上海光大会展中心3楼，您可以玩我们的TAROTICA VOO DOO中文版 !

. You can play TAROTICA VOO DOO at GamesCom 2017:
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We will exhibit TAROTICA VOO DOO at GamesCom 2017 at Germany, Cologne, 22th-26th, Aug !!
If you are living in Europe and wants to play this game, this is good opportuniy ! We are looking forward to meet you !. 
Progress Updates - July 5, 2018:
HELL MODE (Free DLC) was released ! I finally finish most of tasks for the game ! Doing everything by myself requires me
so much time to complete !
--
The current tasks I am working on are:

1. Preparing for release Trading Card is almost fixed except 1 pics for profile background. After I can finish it with my desire, I
will release all !
2. Start spreading information to let people who already played the game and have looked forward to playing at exhibitions
know about this release (Some have waited up to 4 years after they played this game at exhibitions.so sorry; because I do
promotion by myself!)
3. Working on 'CHRONICLES of TAROTICA VOO DOO' (pdf) to correct some incorrect describes (memory map, file name,
etc).
4. Working on 'CHRONICLES of TAROTICA VOO DOO' (pdf) to add new section for 'implement process for fine tutorial'.
5. Translation (- French, Italian, Spanish, Thai)
6. Making new exe to fix some functions (add real-drive, it takes a more time to implement because of many reasons / add
command to reset drives)
7. <Almost Done> Reply to all who have sent me messages(sorry to keep you waiting;;)
8. <Done> HellMode(DLC)was released !. The collaboration with "Travis Strikes Again：No More Heroes":
You can wear a T-shirt of TAROTICA VOO DOO as the in-game characters plays in No More Heroes now on released on
Nintendo Swtich after download new DLC2 released on 4/18.

This T-shirt is just virtual one, but do not worry! We will soon release the REAL T-shirt you can wear !

Sincerely,
TOG
< ^ ) ) ) ) ) <. Major Update: HELL MODE (free DLC!) has been released, plus adjustments patch to make the
beginning of the game easier to play!:
The HELL MODE (free!) DLC has just been released! This is an EXTREMELY challenging mode designed for players who
have already beaten the main game. Good luck!

Check out the DLC page for more information:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/853390/TAROTICA_VOO_DOO__HELL_MODE/

- - - - - -
Additionally, adjustments have been implemented to make the beginning of the normal game easier to play. If you are someone
who got stuck and gave up at the beginning of the game, please try this new version!

"I'm shaking it, but is this a door?"
"There are dolls I can turn, but I have no idea what's going on?"
"I can’t figure out how to proceed from the central room. I went underground, and now it looks like I can go up and down but I
don’t know what to do….."
(Etc)

If any of the above situations seem familiar, you might be able to find the way to proceed in the updated version!

 - - - - - -
I am currently working on getting the game translated into the following languages! Let me know if you have any other
requests~
- French
- Italian
- Spanish
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- Thai

- - - - - -
I am also currently working on implementing Steam Trading Cards!

 - - - - - -
Also, I left the old version of the game for players who want to keep using their old save data, or for people who are modifying
the game’s program (there is a new launch option to start up the old version). I am planning on eventually deleting the old
version sometime in the future, but if you don’t want me to delete it or if you have any other requests related to this, please send
me an e-mail!
. TIPS for your stuck:
I found that some of visitors stuck in beginning of the game at TGS2018.
Check following if you stuck:

- - - - - [1] Check here:
 

- - - - - [2] You can defeat dog!!

- - - - - [3] Map for dolls, not for jalousies(window)

- - - - - [4] Swing 2 times between zombies attacks
  You can attack when zombie inside (hit even if door closed!)
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- - - - - [5] Check here to find a map of the mansion(1F, BF)
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